Dino Quiz Question 01
the tricetops body shape was similar to:

- a. a buffalo
- b. Shrek
- c. a Rhinoceros

Dino Quiz Question 02
In which period did Tyrannasaurus Rex live?

- a. the late jurassic
- b. the late cretacious
- c. the stone age

Dino Quiz Question 03
Pterosaurs were:

- a. birds
- b. dinosaurs
- c. reptiles

Dino Quiz Question 04
What did Ankylosaurus have on the end of its tail?

- a. a spike
- b. a football
- c. a club

Dino Quiz Question 05
In what way did the Pterosaurs bones help them to fly?

- a. they were filled with air
- b. they were very flexible
- c. they were full of water

Dino Quiz Question 06
How big did the Tyrannasaurus Rex grow?

- a. a dog
- b. a bus
- c. Big Ben

Dino Quiz Question 07
How much could a T Rex eat in one bite was it as much as:

- a. 3450 sausages
- b. 200 hard boiled eggs
- c. 6000 fish fingers

Dino Quiz Question 08
Triceratops liked to eat:

- a) sausages
- b) plants
- c) other dinosaurs

Dino Quiz Question 09
How was the Triceratops born?

- a. hatched from an egg
- b. grew from a seed
- c. born like a kitten

Dino Quiz Question 10
How clever was the Ankylosaurus?

- a. super clever
- b. clever enough
- c. bit of a dummy

Dino Quiz Question 11
What were the Pterosaur wings covered with?

- a. a feathery membrane
- b. a leathery membrane
- c. a slimey membrane